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The Power of Healing with Intuition and Positive Thinking 2017-06-12 each and every one of us
has the ability to tap into the universe and use our intuitive gifts to heal the body mind and
spirit when we use our gifts it is a powerful thing that can help heal ourselves as well as
others and mankind as a whole throughout the years i found that if i use the following
principles and techniques i am able to relax my body calm my mind and sooth my spirit i feel
more at peace and connected when i connect with my intuitive self ground center and protect
myself connect with my spirit guides guardian angels archangel and the universe work with my
chakras to heal clear chakras auras energy fields blockages and cut cords use intuitive
readings energy healings oracle and angel card readings to guide me use positive thinking to
help get me through lifes challenges and illness like cancer cut the cords of fear and doubt
use manifesting to achieve my dreams and life purpose use affirmations and meditation for
positive thinking wellbeing and health issues when you use the principles and techniques in
this book you will have a better outlook on life to where you can bring positive energy to
help heal your body mind and spirit
Developing Intuition 2009-12 everyone is born with intuition but most of us learn to discount
and ignore it in this book bestselling author shakti gawain gently guides us into what is
certainly for many readers the most important work we can do developing our intuition and
allowing it to become a guiding force in our lives
Intuition 2014-05-08 originally published in 1938 this book examines the meaning of the word
intuition wild considers many different applications of the word in a variety of poetic and
philosophical sources and questions whether or not such a faculty truly can be said to exist
this book will be of value to anyone with an interest in intuition and the implications of
such a word s usage
Highly Intuitive People 2015-03-03 an essential resource for anyone who has ever been called
too sensitive gain a deeper understanding of the what why and how of your natural intuitive
abilities do you struggle with small talk and prefer deep conversation are you extremely
sensitive to other people s moods and feel exhausted after being in crowd do people describe
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you as highly perceptive if you ve answered yes to any of the above questions you may be a
highly intuitive person someone who is sensitive to the energies of others and experiences the
world through the deeper senses also known as intuitive sensitives and similar to highly
sensitive people highly intuitive people are said to make up 15 20 of the population they are
often described as being calm caring and extremely wise and knowing based on heidi sawyer s
years of experience as an intuitive mentor highly intuitive people provides a roadmap for
anyone who wants to understand their natural intuitive abilities how they got them what they
re for and how best to use them become one of the thousands of people who have benefited from
sawyer s revolutionary techniques and become a happier more empowered intuitive sensitive
Rethinking Intuition 1998 ancients and moderns alike have constructed arguments and assessed
theories on the basis of common sense and intuitive judgements this volume brings together a
group of philosophers and psychologists to discuss these issues it contains a collection of
essays discussing intuition from two different perspectives they also cover how psychological
research seems to pose serious challenges to traditional intuition driven philosophical
enquiry
Intuition and Science 1975 understanding intuition a journey in and out of science explores
the biological and cognitive mechanisms that account for intuition and examines the first
person experience the book integrates both scientific and personal perspectives on this
important yet elusive mental capacity it uses specific encounters to illustrate that intuition
is enhanced when we can attend to the subtle aspects of our inner experiences such as bodily
sensations images and differing kinds of intuitive evaluative feelings all of which may emerge
no further than on the fringe of awareness this awareness of subtle inner experiences helps
forge a more fluid exchange between the unconscious and conscious minds and allows readers to
calibrate their own intuitions over the course of the book readers will gain a deeper
appreciation and respect for the unconscious mind and its potential sophistication and even
its potential wisdom understanding intuition is a timely and critical resource for students
and researchers in psychology cognitive science theology women s studies and neuroscience
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stresses the powerful influence of the unconscious mind and its important adaptive role frames
intuition as significant and novel unconscious insight presents a systematic framework for
understanding different kinds of intuition examines the emotional underpinnings of intuition
giving special emphasis to the role of somatic feelings and their derivatives
Understanding Intuition 2018-04-12 feeling stuck in a cycle of overthinking and second
guessing longing to tap into the wisdom of your intuition and make confident decisions the
intuition igniter workbook is your key to unlocking the power of your gut feeling this
interactive workbook will guide you on a journey of self discovery equipping you with
practical exercises sharpen your intuition with engaging activities that help you recognize
and trust your inner voice powerful techniques learn methods to quiet the mental chatter and
access the intuitive wisdom within you inspiring stories discover how others have harnessed
their intuition for success in business relationships and personal growth historical anecdotes
explore fascinating examples of intuition throughout history from scientific breakthroughs to
artistic inspiration science backed insights understand the neuroscience behind intuition and
how it can enhance your decision making the intuition igniter workbook goes beyond just making
choices it s about cultivating a deeper connection with your inner self building trust in your
gut feelings for greater confidence unlocking creativity and innovation with intuitive
insights developing a holistic approach to decision making combining logic with intuition stop
letting fear and doubt hold you back this empowering workbook will teach you to embrace the
whispers of your intuition quiet the external noise and listen to your inner wisdom make
choices aligned with your true desires and values embrace the power of intuition for a more
fulfilling life the time to ignite your intuition is now the intuition igniter workbook is
your essential guide to unlocking the power within and making decisions with confidence and
clarity
The Intuition Igniter Workbook: Trust Your Gut Feeling, Make Powerful Decisions 2024-04-11
spiritual coach and intuitive tarot reader liz roberta helps readers to connect with their
intuition and discover their true calling that deeper calling within you don t ignore it it s
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time to start listening to your intuition and following it to find your true purpose intuition
is the strongest tool we have but far too often we forget to use it or aren t sure where to
begin if you re feeling a little lost unmotivated or unsure of the best path to take it s time
to look inward and listen this is the ultimate guide for you to connect with your intuition
discover your soul s calling and finally lead a life where you feel inspired joyful and in
flow liz roberta has devised an accessible framework of 21 transformative questions to help
you take practical steps to activate your intuition figure out what feels right for you and
start living in alignment with your purpose these questions will help you to see the most
potent and powerful parts of yourself that you may have been hiding from you ll discover how
to tune in to your own intuition identify your life purpose trust yourself deeply and gain
confidence choose a life path that is truly your own you are here for a reason and your soul
knows what s best for you when you finish the last page you ll know too trust your intuition
start living in tune with the flow of life and you ll find you re able to guide yourself to
exactly where you re meant to be
Living in Tune 2022-01-11 intuition is something most people would have experienced at one
time or another it s that gut feeling or sixth sense it s instinctive by nature independent of
rational analysis or deductive thinking but can we actively develop our intuition and learn
how to better utilise it author dr cate howell believes we can and sets about to empower us to
use intuition in everyday life intuition is divided into three parts in the first she explores
the nature of intuition from different perspectives including philosophy and psychology
religion and spirituality she also looks at the use of intuition in decision making in the
fields of business health and teaching the second part of the book is more practical and
considers types of intuition how to develop your intuition and then use it in everyday life
with a practical seven step plan steps explored for developing intuition include meditation
mindfulness creativity kindness and service the final part of the book looks at some issues
related to intuition such as dreams and synchronicity and how the development of one s
intuition often seems to correlate with an increased sense of peace purpose and joy in life
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intuition is a vital part of life and practice and now we have a book that will help us to
develop this essential skill prof ian wilson associate dean graduate school of medicine
university of wollongong
Intuition 2020-04-15 unleash your deepest creative wisdom and gain a renewed zest for life it
s time to integrate your three inner guides intuition instinct and insight into your life in
new and groundbreaking ways the call of intuition presents a six step practice designed to
help you easily and effectively live from an empowered state of self awareness you ll work
with chakras crystals mindfulness spirit guides prayers and more as you become attuned to the
natural flow of universal energy and awaken your full potential spiritual intuitive kris
franken teaches you how to consciously connect to intuition through her unique process breathe
surrender connect trust honor and nourish practical hands on techniques and playful exercises
accompany each step encouraging you to find the courage and compassion to live your truth and
heed your soul s call this enlightening book helps you open yourself fully to the guidance
within and let go of the compulsive desire for total control
The Call of Intuition 2020-11-08 we all have an intuitive mind but education ignores intuition
in favour of logic so we are taught to think logically at school while intuition is regarded
as a sort of refined instinct and something we can do nothing about we can treat intuition in
the same way we can treat any other ability such as writing or drawing by practicing it and by
taking every opportunity to use it the more familiar we are with intuition the more confident
we will be about relying on it when the important decisions come along and the bigger
decisions in life are intuitive after reading this book you ll be able to understand what
intuition is understand different types of intuition understand the methods of improving your
intuition understand the relation between intuition and calculation understand situations
where intuition is better than calculation and vice versa understand advantages and
disadvantages in having certain type of intuition and lastly there are examples of real
therapy sessions that made use of this method including all the art that was done and the
readings in the end of the book there is a way of using the method to find your own core issue
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and dissolve it this does not happen immediately but if taken as a practice will free you of
your core issue and your life will change it is a moving beautiful and powerful book
Intuition: Meditation Techniques Enchance Intuition (A Guide to Extrasensory Perception and
Intuition) 101-01-01 we know about our immediate environment about the people animals and
things around us by having sensory perceptions according to a tradition that traces back to
plato we know about abstract reality about mathematics morality and metaphysics by having
intuitions which can be thought of as intellectual perceptions the rough idea behind the
analogy is this while sensory perceptions are experiences that purport to and sometimes do
reveal how matters stand in concrete reality by making us aware of that reality through the
senses intuitions are experiences that purport to and sometimes do reveal how matters stand in
abstract reality by making us aware of that reality through the intellect in this book elijah
chudnoff elaborates and defends such a view of intuition he focuses on the experience of
having an intuition on the justification for beliefs that derives from intuition and on the
contact with abstract reality via intuition in the course of developing a systematic account
of the phenomenology epistemology and metaphysics of intuition on which it counts as a form of
intellectual perception chudnoff also takes up related issues such as the a priori perceptual
justification and knowledge concepts and understanding inference mental action and skeptical
challenges to intuition
Intuition 2013-12-05 build a reliable system of inner wisdom using your energy body this
remarkable book makes it easy to receive intuitive guidance whenever you wish be confident in
your answers to life s big questions and follow your inner wisdom to happiness and success
lesley phillips shows you how to develop your unique profile of psychic abilities through
simple energetic techniques by uniting your subtle body and intuition you can heighten self
knowledge reveal your inner truth heal on multiple levels and create your best reality
intuition and chakras gives you the foundation needed to safely and effectively develop both
your chakras and your intuitive senses discover many inspiring stories from lesley s work with
clients explore each chakra and how intuitive information flows through it featuring
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accessible exercises and meditations this book helps you overcome challenges turn your
intuition into a practical tool and lead a purpose filled life as an added bonus you ll get an
exclusive link to meditation videos directly related to the book s core topics
Intuition and Chakras 2020-04-08 how we can harness the power of intuition to experience more
happiness health and prosperity in every area of our business and personal lives may l
mccarthy author of the path to wealth intuition is the hot buzzword in business but specific
guidelines on how to trust your gut have been sorely lacking put your intuition to work
provides that missing link business is about making money but it s also about making decisions
there are relatively small decisions like when to call a meeting or which emails to answer
quickly then there are the big decisions that can make or break a business which product to
launch whom to hire how to spend hard work analytics past successes intelligence and a great
business plan aren t enough anymore many of us are scrambling to discover the path to success
but have found instead that we ve lost our way although many business leaders won t publicize
it intuition is a key part of their decision making success put your intuition to work offers
numerous compelling stories from entrepreneurs and executives about how they successfully use
intuition in their daily lives it is an inspiring and practical guide to help you make
successful decisions when you don t have all the facts tap into your passion as a personal
source of guidance discover the many ways to listen to your inner ceo when you are looking for
help in utilizing and implementing the instinctual impulses that can be so profound and
valuable in every aspect of our lives start with lynn robinson s put your intuition to work
you will be amazed and delighted steve lishansky author of the ultimate sales revolution
Put Your Intuition to Work 2016-07-25 science could never have proceeded without the
creativity of intuition yet intuition is poorly understood and poorly studied in intuition the
inside story scholars explore the nature of intuition and its practical place in the social
and behavioral sciences and the arts these contributors present the latest theoretical
developments and research and provide every day examples of intuition from the lab and field
they discuss the nature and experience of intuition from the perspectives of anthropology
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philosophy physics engineering psychology medicine and midwifery contributors include marcie
boucouvalas guy burneko brenda j dunne jeremy hayward charles laughlin evelyn monsay anne
pineault luci roncalli and joe sheridan
Intuition: The Inside Story 2016-02-04 does the world really need another book about intuition
probably not however there are many ways of looking at things and there are different
viewpoints to be considered author leanne halyburton believes that intuition is not a gift
that is bestowed upon only a select few it is natural to all of us it is something we use in
everyday life often without even realising it however there are also times when we consciously
and deliberately turn to it for insight into the bigger issues of life from the work of
psychic detectives to the insight and prediction provided by intuitive consultants this book
examines the roles that intuition plays in our lives and explains why we couldn t survive
without it it also discusses the following the differences between a psychic reading and an
intuitive consultation how each aspect of our life operates from within its own energy field
how intuition transmits via energetic channels how intuition and good luck are connected why
intuition is not a one size fits all kind of thing and can sometimes be unclear or patchy the
mindset and approach that works best with intuition leanne halyburton is a professional
intuitive consultant with a career that has spanned 26 years her approach to both her work and
her writing is straightforward and down to earth her insatiable curiosity her humour and her
committed belief in the power of intuition flows from the pages of this easy to read book
Intuition, Insight, and Prediction 2020-07-18 would you like to create more abundance in your
life and experience financial freedom have better success in choosing the right business and
personal relationships reach a higher expression of your creativity and ingenuity and live a
healthier more fulfilling life in this immensely practical and insightful book sharon klingler
helps you to open the door of possibility by learning to listen to a voice that doesn t even
make a sound the voice of your intuition in three clear sections you can discover what
intuition is and how to identify your intuitive voice how notable people past and present have
used intuition to inform their most important decisions your current i q or intuition quotient
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from answering a simple questionnaire the a b cs of applied intuition and how to create the
intuitive experience at will
Intuition And Beyond 2011-05-31 in this age of big data and analytics knowledge gained through
experiential learning and intuition may be taking a back seat to analytics however the use of
intuition should not be underestimated and should play an important role in the decision
process how well do executives trust their intuition covers the fulbright research study
conducted by this international team of editors the main question of their investigation is
how well do executives trust their intuition in other words do they typically prefer intuition
over analysis and analytics and equally importantly what types of intuition may be most
favorable looking at different variables the research utilizes survey and biometrics
approaches with c level executives from canada u s poland and italy in addition the book
contains chapters from leading executives in industry academia and government their insights
provide examples of how their intuition enabled key decisions that they made this book covers
such topics as using intuition how gender experience role industry and country affect
intuition trust and intuition in management trusting intuition it s a matter of heart
leadership intuition and the future of work creating an intuitive awareness for executives
improvisation and instinct the book explores how executives can use intuition to guide
decision making it also explains how to trust intuition based decisions how well do executives
trust their intuition is a timely and prescient reminder in this age of data driven analytics
that human insight instinct and intuition should also play key roles
Intuition and Synchronicity 2001 a guide for getting in touch with the inner wisdom that can
lead to a more abundant and successful life when you are in touch with your intuition every
moment in your life takes on a whole new dimension as intuitive wisdom pours in your ability
to assess each situation for immediate guidance allows you to move smoothly on your chosen
path decision making becomes quick easy and fruitful and you move closer and closer to your
best life by divining what is true for you divine intuition is more than simply a book about
paying attention to your intuition the book is filled with inspirational quotes helpful
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exercises and information on how to live a life you love offers practical wisdom for creating
an abundant life of purpose and fulfillment shows how to look within for guidance and build
patience faith and trust helps to identify the primary ways that you can tap your intuition
this inspirational book will give you the practical tools you need to envision attract and
create the abundant and successful life you were meant to live
How Well Do Executives Trust Their Intuition 2018-12-12 the purpose of life on earth is to
realize who we are traditionally this had been called enlightenment self realization salvation
or being born again the course of self realization cannot be followed by reason alone or by
faith or intuition alone but only in a balanced approach that includes both reasoned thought
and intuition mankind in this current time is overburdened by thought which produces an
overemphasis on doing and achieving whatever is sought in the future in general people
consider life to be a brief struggle to gain standing among their fellows people seek name
fame and fortune in an effort to be special to stand out or get ahead in life self realization
or awareness of awareness as identity frees the mind from thought as identity and allows an
entirely different understanding to motivate action the individual becomes completely
integrated in the one living reality that is timeless and needs no effort to be completely at
peace as mankind words cannot express the nature of self realization and the worlds scriptures
and holy books are written to help those who feel incomplete to free themselves from all
suffering and negativity this book is a study in intuition and a commentary on the nature of
meditative practice meditation or concentrated attention reveals progressive awakening and
freedom from the need to awaken as i am the intention of the reading is to awaken intuition or
deepen its presence stillness of mind is infinitely attractive to the human soul and when
thinking mind becomes allied with intuition the sense of peace and joy exists as the finality
of understanding there is no downside
Divine Intuition 2012-12-03 welcome to this book about intuition and prophecy my first book on
the topic was over ten years ago and is titled prophecy a history and how to guide that one
was a general overview of the topic this book is much more focused on how intuition and
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prophecy skills can be used to improve your life so what are intuition and prophecy and why
are they important these two things are spiritual abilities which we all have and which allow
us to see outside of the present like athletes some of us have more natural abilities than
others however we can train and exercise our abilities to improve our lives prophecy is a more
advanced form of intuition and has been used throughout history intuition is more about being
immediately aware of what or who is around us while prophecy is focused specifically on the
future while intuition is more immediate it too can be very useful in fact all spiritual
abilities can help or hinder our lives this is true of any physical or mental abilities i ve
also included a lot of information on the history of prophecy and research into the paranormal
to show that people have been aware of these subjects throughout history and in modern times
they have been researched by scientists lastly i want to say that like learning anything new
there are things to watch out for but like all things we do there are risks and rewards hoping
you enjoy this material and the stories related here
Intuition and the New Age 2011-11-04 would you like to turn on the tap of your intuition
whenever you choose would you like to access the intuitive intelligence that is always
available to you would you like to know how to tune into your own guidance system would you
like to experience personal transformation heidi believes that everyone on this planet has the
ability to access their intuition on tap you dont need to be special chosen or gifted to have
access to your inner wisdom your intuition is your birthright intuition on tap will guide you
through proven practical processes exercises and self care tips to help you sharpen the tools
in your intuitive toolbox heidi pushes against stereotypes and limitations within the
spiritual and psychic industry to provide you with groundbreaking new technology concepts and
understanding you will discover your unique energetic signature your natural intuitive
abilities how to create spiritual boundaries how to define your ray how to connect to your
spirit understanding your souls journey if you are an empath and much much more intuition on
tap will provide you with new concepts and experiences regardless of where you are upon your
spiritual journey from the beginner to the more advanced intuitive there is something for
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everyone intuition on tap is unique in its approach to intuition and spirituality building a
strong link between personal and spiritual growth heidi believes you cannot develop your
intuition without honoring your personal process and evolution by addressing both aspects of
yourself it will give you the ability to open deepen and express your intuition like never
before utilizing it in your daily life if you are ready to experience transformation then this
is the book for you
Use Intuition and Prophecy to Improve Your Life 2020-01-30 break through old patterns of
boredom and lack of fulfilment to discover your most brilliant life your intuition holds the
key to a truly inspired life it can however bring with it an increased sensitivity so
overwhelming that some find it hard to operate in day to day life others feel foolish or weird
when acknowledging their intuition in a world focussed on science we have amazing technology
and vast physical abundance however ignoring our intuition has deprived us of untold benefits
in our careers well being and relationships the soul s brain reveals the principles of
conscious intuition these principles are part of the structure of our universe forming
patterns in our lives which are as fundamental as breathing knowing these patterns allows you
to translate between intuition and science understanding the neurology and logic of your
intuition will allow you live a truly brilliant and inspired life catherine wilkins guides you
through the nine step process to conscious intuition you will learn how tuning into your
intuition is a skill like any other all it takes is knowledge and practice science and
spirituality have a common language you don t need to choose between science and intuition you
can use both together to achieve your full potential
Intuition on Tap 2013-06-10 no fears or worries let reiki snap open and escalate your
intuitive skills more than just another reiki book reiki and your intuition a union of healing
and wisdom is a step by step process for exploring your intuition your heart and your soul as
reiki touches your life enters your experience and becomes a part of who you are this manual
will assist you as a practitioner or a teacher in understanding all the strange and sometimes
weird and scary intuitive perceptions that reiki opens you up to using a clear and
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knowledgeable framework presented in this book prepare to become a better healing vessel as
you discover the beautiful union between healing and intuitive wisdom within the covers of
this book you will find spaces to privately document your heightened awareness realize what
intuition truly is and the keys to being a successful intuitive reiki practitioner learn that
your intuition is awakened by the reiki attunements begin to utilize all the intuitive
pathways to assist others and yourself br learn that thoughts and emotions are a vital key to
illness suffering and wellness find out why empaths suffer and what to do to help yourself and
others protect yourself in a new way create a sacred union with intuition and the wisdom of
reiki
Soul's Brain 2019-02-05 florence scovel shinn was a gifted teacher who shaped the fields of
spiritual growth and new thought her practical straightforward style empowered countless
people to trust their inner knowing and overcome their challenges with an introduction by self
help luminary louise hay who credits florence as one of her early inspirations this simple yet
poignant book which contains original previously unpublished text can help you positively
transform your life powerful affirmations will show you how to cultivate your intuition and
release any resistance fear and doubt florence said you must live fully in the now to make
your dreams come true are you ready to follow your own magic path your divine wisdom and
realize your dreams goals or wishes that seem far off or unattainable are just waiting for you
to believe in your potential and innate ability to manifest your desires
Reiki and Your Intuition 2019-05-01 we often perceive intuition as mystical magical or
fantastical because it holds many far reaching answers to the inner workings of our world yes
it can be all that but it is also practical experiential and scientific the way we experience
intuition is vastly different dependent upon our understanding of and resonance with it and
influenced by who we are as individuals resulting in our natural and learned abilities to
process our thoughts discover how intuition works gain a general idea about intuition and how
people use and access it recognise and get into the processes and elements that make intuition
work ordinarily and extraordinarily learn about and live by the practicalities of intuition
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train your mind towards the different thinking methods and tools used to boost intuition get
acquainted with fantastical intuition why discover intuition because intuition is an
invaluable tool in decision making and it helps us manoeuvre changes successfully
The Magic Path of Intuition 2013-12-02 often called the definitive book on intuition this
groundbreaking work explains what intuition is and how to make the most of this natural gift
making decisions and solving problems with purely rational tools is inadequate in our complex
world goldberg shows how to complement reason with the extraordinary power of hunches and gut
feelings by de mystifying this vital subject he brings it into the realm of practical everyday
use an excellent job of showing the central role intuition plays for great scientists and
imaginative thinkers peter senge ph d sloan school of management remarkable insight and
originality american library association
Intuition 2018-02-25 your healing journey of self discovery starts here when there is so much
going on in our lives how do we filter out what feels right from what feels wrong how do we
become more in tune with who we really are and what we really need the answer is intuition the
life changing power of intuition is your guide to finding and following your own inner voice
full of practical advice exercises and meditations author emma lucy knowles will show you how
to develop your intuition and deepen your connection to your authentic self learning to be
guided by your intuition creates positive change in all areas of your life from improving your
relationships and healing your stresses and anxieties to nailing that big work presentation to
achieving your fitness goals or breaking bad habits the secret to changing your life is
already inside you
The Intuitive Edge 2006-11 radical intuition reveals an all new understanding of intuition and
how to use it to live an extraordinary life this practical guide will teach you to go beyond
thinking and discover higher awareness with the power of intuition a revolutionary force at
the threshold of a new era of consciousness kim chestney gives clear guidance for tuning in to
your own process of insight backed by voices from successful insight leaders who recognize
intuition as the source of genius in all aspects of life learn how to tap into your inner
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wisdom and create the life you are made for featuring contributions from kelly noonan gores
writer director of the documentary heal steve kilbey singer songwriter of the church brett
larkin uplifted yoga day schildkret author of morning altars jesse schell author of the art of
game design
The Life-Changing Power of Intuition 2022-07-19 the importance of intuition in aromatherapy
blending essential and base oil selection and bodywork is the focus of gill farrer halls
authoritative new book drawing on her extensive experience as a practicing aromatherapist and
aromatherapy teacher she explores ways of increasing intuitive awareness of the nature and
depth of individual essential oils and takes the reader through meditative techniques that can
help practitioners deepen their practice she goes on to show how an intuitive and meditative
approach can with time transform clinical practice and help practitioners create original
effective synergistic and holistic blends as well as develop and enhance on going work with
clients an important resource on the use of intuitive inner wisdom in aromatherapy practice
this book will be of interest and practical use to aromatherapists bodywork practitioners
students of aromatherapy and all who are interested in essential oils
Radical Intuition 2020-11-03 from the new york times bestselling author of a book of angels a
wise and inspiring guide to strengthening one s intuitive abilities are you intuitive do you
trust your intuitions in the art of intuition sophy burnham contends that we all have hunches
and sudden insights and that we need only awaken to our inborn abilities in order to develop
our inner wisdom in this fascinating book burnham tells the stories of individuals who have
seen without seeing to illustrate the workings of what she calls our intuitive hearts
exploring such topics as how loved ones are able to communicate with one another
telepathically to skeptics who deny their power to see into the future this book represents an
important spiritual thinker s take on a subject that is vital to us all according to burnham
intuition is always right and when you receive messages from spirit be it in the form of a
subtle impression or a thunderous bolt from the blue you must always always follow the call
The Spirit in Aromatherapy 2014-07-21 tamar gendler draws together in this book a series of
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essays in which she investigates philosophical methodology which is now emerging as a central
topic of philosophical discussions three intertwined themes run through the volume imagination
intuition and philosophical methodology each of the chapters focuses in one way or another on
how we engage with subject matter that we take to be imaginary this theme is explored in a
wide range of cases including scientific thought experiments early childhood pretense thought
experiments concerning personal identity fictional emotions self deception gettier cases and
the general relation of conceivability to possibility each of the chapters explores in one way
or another the implications of this for how thought experiments and appeals to intuition can
serve as mechanisms for supporting or refuting scientific or philosophical claims and each of
the chapters self consciously exhibits a particular philosophical methodology that of drawing
both on empirical findings from contemporary psychology and on classic texts in the
philosophical tradition particularly the work of aristotle and hume by exploring and
exhibiting the fruitfulness of these interactions gendler promotes the value of engaging in
such cross disciplinary conversations in illuminating philosophical issues
The Art of Intuition 2011-02-03 the central goal of this volume is to bring the learning
perspective into the discussion of intuition in judgment and decision making the book gathers
recent work on intuitive decision making that goes beyond the current dominant heuristic
processing perspective however that does not mean that the book will strictly oppose this
perspective the unique perspective of this book will help to tie together these different
conceptualizations of intuition and develop an integrative approach to the psychological
understanding of intuition in judgment and decision making accordingly some of the chapters
reflect prior research from the heuristic processing perspective in the new light of the
learning perspective this book provides a representative overview of what we currently know
about intuition in judgment and decision making the authors provide latest theoretical
developments integrative frameworks and state of the art reviews of research in the laboratory
and in the field moreover some chapters deal with applied topics intuition in judgment and
decision making aims not only at the interest of students and researchers of psychology but
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also at scholars from neighboring social and behavioral sciences such as economy sociology
political sciences and neurosciences
Intuition, Imagination, and Philosophical Methodology 2010-12-09 is torturing the innocent ok
just now something happened it seemed to you that torturing the innocent is wrong what kind of
mental state were you in what is its nature perhaps you now believe that torturing the
innocent is wrong because it just seemed to you that it is if so that seems appropriate but is
it really and if so what could explain this in this book koksvik argues these mental states
form a psychological kind called intuition and that having an intuition indeed justifies you
in believing what it says what explains this he argues is how similar intuition is to
perception through a detailed examination he shows that intuition just like perception is a
conscious experience and that the two experience types have important properties in common in
virtue of which they can both justify belief in sharp contrast to traditional thought koksvik
argues that intuition is completely unrestricted in content we have intuitions about morality
and metaphysics but also about all sorts of everyday things like danger or trustworthiness and
in all cases they can justify the use of intuition is thus not only a legitimate part of
philosophical and scientific practice it also plays a pervasive important and legitimate role
in all of our everyday rational lives
Intuition in Judgment and Decision Making 2011-05-20 this groundbreaking interdisciplinary
handbook showcases the latest intuition research integrated in a framework that reconciles
various views on what intuition is and how it works the internationally renowned group of
contributors presents their findings in five areas part i explores different facets of the
intuiting process and its outcome the role of consciousness and affect and alternative ways of
capturing intuition part ii deals with its function in expertise strategy entrepreneurship and
ethics part iii outlines intuitive decision making in critical occupations the legal
profession medicine the film and wine industries and teaching part iv pushes the boundaries of
our current understanding by exploring the possibility of non local intuition based on the
principles of quantum holography part v investigates different ways of developing intuitive
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skills this cutting edge comprehensive handbook will prove essential for academics and
research students of the social sciences particularly management psychology sociology
entrepreneurship leadership team dynamics hr and training it will also be an invaluable
resource for industry professionals searching for soft core methods to increase productivity
and creativity innovation to improve leadership and organizational climate or to adopt new
staff training and development methods
Intuition as Conscious Experience 2020-11-29 margaret arnd caddigan helps clinicians to expand
their understanding of intuition by introducing mind centered dynamic therapy mcdt providing
them with the tools to incorporate this approach into their practice written accessibly for
clinicians new to mcdt the book presents this powerful method to help clients alter their
thinking and overcome suffering divided into two parts the book begins by clearly exploring
the origins of intuition in philosophical thought covering ideas such as panpsychism
cosmopsychism and depth psychology views of mind before examining how problems arise in
psychotherapy from a relational perspective and how mcdt can help chapters then demonstrate
how mcdt can be used in practice by exploring specific issues and treatment implications
clearly explaining how clinicians can define and develop general intuition what the difference
between clinical intuition and intuitive inquiry is and how clinicians can help clients
develop their own intuition during sessions filled with practical examples key points and
creative activities such as journaling and body work throughout this book helps both
clinicians and clients attune to and trust their own intuition in the process of healing
rooted in empirical research and clinical practice this book is essential reading for
counselors psychotherapists and clinical social workers looking to incorporate intuition in
their therapeutic approach
Handbook of Intuition Research 2011-01-01 intuition by design is an instrument for harmonizing
within the individual the highest frequencies of both intuition and intellect this unique
blend of spontaneous insight and linear thought has been called the intelligence of the heart
such applied wisdom brings the clarity of true inner knowing to bear upon all of your daily
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activities this work introduces the intuition quotient cards an adaptation of ancient
geometric technology that has been updated for contemporary use each card carries a geometric
pattern which generates a specific energy field on one side and corresponding written verse on
the other
Intuition in Therapeutic Practice 2021-09-27 nishida kitaro s reformulation of the major
issues of western philosophy from a zen standpoint of absolute nothingness and absolutely
contradictory self identity represents the boldest speculative enterprise of modern japan
continued today by his successors in the kyoto school of philosophy this english translation
of intuition and reflection in self consciousness evokes the movement and flavor of the
original clarifies its obscurities and eliminates the repetitions it sheds new light on the
philosopher s career revealing a long struggle with such thinkers as cohen natorp husserl
fichte and bergson that ended with nishida s break from the basic ontological assumptions of
the west throughout labyrinthine arguments nishida never loses sight of his theme the
irreducibility and unobjectifiability of the act of self consciousness which constitutes the
self extensive annotation is provided for the first time in any edition of nishida s work
historians of japanese philosophy and culture and all those interested in the interaction of
eastern and western thought forms now have a document which highlights many of the cultural
psychological and intellectual dynamics that have shaped japanese intellectual life in one of
its most fascinating and ambitious manifestations
Intuition by Design 1995
Intuition and Reflection in Self-Consciousness 1987-01-01
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